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THE CONCEPT OF SAMANYALAKSANA
. . PRATYAKSA
.
The Definition of Samanyalaksana
. . :
In order to understand the samanya/ak~aiJa pratyasattiwe should know
what samanya . is. Generally, the Naiyayika holds that samimya is a class concept, class-essence or universal. It is the common characteristic of certain
individuals which fall under the same class. A padartha which is eternal, one
and inhering in many things is called a samanya or a generic attribute." Nityatve
sati anekasamavetatvain. 1

Nityamekamanekanugatain Samanyam

Tarkasamgraha, Karmadilak9BT]a prakaraf]am. Hoernle says, "The universal
is a class

ch~racter

which is common to, or identical in, many objects whose

membership of the class is thereby determined" 1·1 The definition of samanya
(jat1) or universal is stated in the Nyaya-sutra by Gautama in the following way:
The universal is that entity which creates the concept of identity in our
mind". 2 That is to say, it is the universal by the possession of which different
individuals ~re referred to as belonging to one class. According to Pra5astapada,

,

-

.

a famous Vaisesika thinker, a padartha which is eternal, one and inhering in
'

many things is called a samanya or generic ~ttribute. 3 For example, 'manhood'
(manu~yatva)

inheres in every individual of the class 'man'.

..

.

.

implies
The word 'laksana' ,;, the word samanyalaksanasannikarsa
.
two meanings- svarupa and vi9aya (object of knowledge). That whose nature
is universal_ is called samanya/ak~SIJ8. 4 And that which has got samanya

..

{universal) as an object of knowledge is called samanya/aksana. In this
'

sense, it is the knowledge of samanya (samanyajnana) which serves as
pratyasatti (contact). When we perceive, with normal contact, a pot present
before us, we also perceive all the other pots of all times and spaces through
super-normal contact. In such case, there is a relation technically called
'svasamba- ddhavise~yakajfianaprakaribhutadharmavatta" between our eye~
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and all the pots. This sambandha (relation} is called samanyalak~a'}a
pratyasatti. 5 Here the word 'sva' means sense-organ i.e. our eyes and any
object presented to our eyes, i.e. any 'jar' of this world becomes the qualificand
(visesya}.
And the universal 'jarness' (ghatatva}
has become
a qualifier
.
.
(prakarlbtiuta) in the knowledge of which the object 'jar' which is connected
with our sense organ i.e. our eyef. is a qualificant:L(svasambandhavise~ya
kajnanaprakarlbhiita). In this jar (ghata) the object 'jar' which is connected
with our sense organ i.e. our our eyer; is a qualificand. (svasambandha-

vise~yakajnanaprakarlbhuta) In this jar (gha~a) the universal jarness inheres
as a qualifier (prakarlbhuta). In this way,· a property of being qualifier
(prakarlbhutadharma) is produced in the jar presented to our eyes. Thus, the
jar becomes the said dharmavat (substratum of a property). In this case
samanya implies not only the universal Uati) but also the qualificand feature
of the type mentioned above. Hence, in the case of the perception of a pot,
potness (gha!atva) is the samanya (universal) but when the perception of the

-

ground (bhutala) containing a pot occurs in our mind, it is gha{avatta (Jocusness
of a pot) or gha!a ( pot) which is the samanya. If the first definition is accepted
, everybody would have knowledge concerning all smoke indiyiduals, through
the contact of smokeness which is eternal and inheres in all smoke individuals. But in practical life this does not happen. 5-1 So, a different type of
definition is being introduced : Samanyalak~af}a sannikar~a means the
universal which has become a qualifier in the knowledge of which the object
52
.connected with sense
organ is a qualificand (lndriyasamvandhavisesyaka).
.

In. the case of the knowledge of a particular manifestation of smoke, the
.

'

.

smoke has become a qualificand which is connected with sense organ. In this
smoke the universal'smokeness' inheres as a qualifier (Prakarlbhuta). All the
individual manifestations of smoke_existing in past, distant, present and future
can be perceived with the help of supernormal connection through smokeness
existing in a particular smoke. 6
But if the characteristic feature of the object related to the organs is
regarded as the connection, then after one has mistaken a mass of dust as
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smoke, one cannot have the knowledge of all smoke, because here there is no
relation between the organs and smokeness. But, according to some Naiyayikas
I

-

-

-

(e.g., Visvanatha Nyayapancanana), though the mass of dust is connected with
the organs, there is the knowledge that it is smoke, which has the dust as its
object. Smokehood which is a feature in that knowledge is the contact
(sannikar~a).

So, there is no obstacle of being supernormal perception of all

smoke.
At present we have to find that the reality of samanyalak~BI]B as a type
of perception depends on the direct knowledge of

a class of things. Provided

that there is any such knowledge, samanyalaksana
. . will be a genuine type of
.

perception. If we can perceive some individual object, then there is the
presentation of a class of objects to which

it belongs. So, the important

question is : Is there any presentative or direct knowledge of a class of objects

? The Naiyayikas demand that there is such a knowledge. We shall come to
these later on. Now we can mention the following facts for the justification of
samanyalak~a'}a.

The Justification of Samanyalak~af!ii:
I

At first we know an individual as belonging to a certain class and at that
time we know the universal underlying it. When ·we know the universal we can
know the character or a group of characters which belongs to all the members
of the class. Hence, to know the universal is to know all the individuals of that·
class, past, present and future as ·belonging to that universal. We know a cow
as such means to know cowness. which • again implies to know that it belongs, .
to all cows. For instance, we can state some particular cases, as,
X is mortal
Y is mortal
Z is mortal
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.......... and so on ............................ .
And from these particular cases we can conclude that
All men are mortal.
Here,_we somehow know that mortality is true of the class of men. In
this case, a question arises: how do we know anything about the whole of a
class of things from the observation of some of its members ? Or, how do we
get universal or general propositions from the observation of particular facts ? :
This is explicated by inductive inference in Western Logic. 7 According
to the Naiyayikas, the knowledge of the class or the universal proposition is
obtained by supernormal perception.
·The Vedanta Philosophers advocate that a generationlisation is the
statement of an invariable relation .between universals. And we can know it
through the observation of their concomitance. So, the Univ~rsal or general
proposition "All men are mortal" or 'whatever is smoky is fiery' is the expression
of an invariable relation between manhood and mortality or smokeness and
fireness". When in any particular instance it is known that manhood to be related
to mortality or smokeness to fireness we have a knowledge of such universal
·propositions. Hence, the notion of generalisation as pointed out by the
Vedantins correliponds

to "intuitive induction" in. Western Logic. 8

It is a .

process by means of which we understand a particular instance as exemplifying
an abstract generalisation.
While the abstract principles of mathematics may be taken as statement
of necessary relations between certain universal concepts, all our empirical
generalisations are truths about classes of things. These are truths about any
universal that has a denotative reference to a class of things. Such principles
are supposed to be better called the necessary laws of thought. Provided that
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the above cases are abstract generalisations exemplified in particular instances,
it is beyond our realisation how they can be called "intuitive induction•. Some
Western logicians have called them so. If this induction means, - the immediate
apprehension of an axiom by means of its exempl!fication in a particular instance,
it must be admitted that there is no need for any induction or inference or
reasoning in it. If there is an immediate knowledge of anything, there is no room
for any inference or reasoning for it. A description of such knowledge as a intuitive
induction" seems to be no less objectionable than a description of it as
"perceptual inference". Provided that it is meant by "intuitive induction", the
intuitive knowledge of a general principle through a particular instance, it should
be clear that such instance is not the basis of an inference regarding the general
principle. Here according to Dr. Stabbing, we should characterise our knowledge
of the general principles of logic and mathematics as intuition than to call it an
"intuitive induction", in order to avoid a possible misunderstanding. 9
The abstract principles of logic and mathematics are different from the
ordinary generalisations. Here, the former are truths about certain universal
concepts, the latter are classes of objects. The propositions, 'all men are mortal'
-or 'all smoky objects are fiery' do not mean that there is a necessary relation
between manhood and mortality, or_ between smokeness and fireness but they
. mean that mortality is true of the class of men or that all smokes are connected

with fire. These propositions are empirical generalisations meaning thereby these
are assertions about whole classes of things and these are arrived at from
observation of particular instances. But now the question is : what is the true
.nature of the process of knowledge which is involved when we generalise from
'some' to all, in a reasonably proper way? Is it an induction ? It must tbe
•tnduction by simple Enumeration" or "perfect induction•. A perfect induction is

.-

that in which from the consideration of each of the members of a limited class
we pass to a generalisation concerning all the members of that class. When on
examining every boy of a class one says, "all the boys of this class are intelligent",
it is an instance of perfect induction. Here, Dr. Stabling says, 'Mr. Johnson has
suggested the convenient name summary induction for this mode of inference,
and that it is certainly a more appropriate name than •perfect induction". Both
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the names are equally inappropriate, and that for the same reason: .A summary
of a number of observed facts is not an induction at all. To say this an induction
is to misunderstand its epistemic character as inferential. When on examining
every patient in a sick room a doctor says, .. all the patients in this room have got
headachea his judgement is not to be regarded as an inference or induction in
any sense. This is a memory synthesis. It is same as the one we have when we
understand the meaning of a sentence by a synthesis of its constituent words
and their

meanin~.
~

These meanings are determined by memory. .So, our

knowledge of a universal proposition like, •an men are mortal• cannot be called
a •perfect induction• even if it were possible for us to verify all human beings. But
this is not possible as a matter o.f fact. The class of men is an unlimited one and
it has an infinite number of members. So to examine all men is not possible as
a matter of fact.
Now let us consider whether "Induction by simple Enumerationa can
supply us. an empirical generalisation like •an men are mortal•. Generalisation
from a number of examined instances which do not constitute all the members
of the given class is known as •Induction by simple Enumeration•. This type of
induction may be shown as under :
X, Y, Z are mortal
therefore, all men are mortal.
But it is not a valid form of inference. It does not follow the general rule
of inference. We should not go beyond the evidence. For, in this inference the
· conclusion makes a statement about all men on the ground of what is observed
in some men. If it would be a form of valid inference, it will make other argument
of this form valid. In like manner, the forms of deductions guarantee the validity
of a reasoning that may be put in any of those forms.
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Here, we agree to the argument" All men are mortalu because X, Y, Z are
mortal but we do not accept the argument, all meri are black• because X, Y, Z
_are black. The examination of these two arguments will show the following
distinction between them.
In the first case, mortality which is seen in some men is predicated of all
men. In the second, blackness which is found in some men is predicated of all
men. We notice X, Y, Z are mortal' not because they are X, Y, Z but because
they are men. On the other hand, we find that X, Y, Z are black because they
are X·, Y, Z, not because they are men. Here mortality is related to the essential
nature of X, Y, Z but the relation between blackness and X, Y, Z are not like that.
The particular men like X, Y, Z possess a certain essential common

natur~

(manhood) which -is found in all men. We can put together all men into one
class and exclude all other animals from that class with the help of that common
nature.
So when we observe that mortality is related to the essential nature of
some men, like we can say that all men must be mortal. But the second
knowledge does not follow from the first. Just when we know that mortality is
related to the essential nature of some men, we know that it is related to all
men. It is a truth which is known directly or immediately, and for which we
require no inference or reasoning. So our knowledge to the whole class is an
intuitive knowledge of the class essence or the universal is not attained by
inductive inference.,The knowledge of the inductive inference depends on that
of the class essence of the universal and so the former cannot be the ground
of the latter. The universal, belonging to all members of a class, is either directly
known or never known. We can find or discover the universal Which is_ in things
through observation and experime~t on things. Universal is not a thing to be
made or constructed out of them but it is already in them. If by observation and
experiment we know that a universal is related to something, we know at once
that all members of the class are related to that thing. The Naiyayika argue that
it is the perception of the whole class as related to an attribute, and we can
perceive the class essnece simultaneously as related in the same way. The
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Naiyayikas call it Al8u/lk8 or supernormal perception in order to distinguish it
from normal perception. So,

inductive inference as accepted in Western

Philosophy may be similar to the Naiyayikas' samany818k~81J8 perception in
the sense of intuition qf a universal or general proposition with the help of the
knowledge of class essence or the universaL

.

.

,

.

If we go through the NaVyaNyaya texts before Gangesa we find that the

..

concept of samany8/8k58n8 comes in connection with the concept of vyapti
(universal. concomitance). The main argument for the acceptance of

samany818k$81)8 before the period of Gange~a was such that inductive
generalisation is possible by it. Again we find that there is a relation of universal
concomitance (vyapt1) between all cases of relata, for instance, fire and sr:noke.
But we cannot perceive all cases of smoke and fire and their co-existence by ,
our ordinary sense organ. When we perceive a particular smoke, particular fire
and their co-existence , we perceive

simult~neously

their corresponding

essential common nature, i.e. smokeness, fireness etc. We can have the
knowledge of all individuals containing the class-essence through these
perceptions or perceived universals at the next moment. Here, the universal
or the knowledge of it acts as the contact or relation (Pr8tyas8ttJ) which unites
the sense organ and the objects or all individuals and this is called supernormal
.

I

perception. This ·argument was put before Sriharsa and it was not favourable to
•

I

.

him. He does not investigate this elaborately. But Sriharsa and Manikantha
. ..
.

argue tharthe admission of samany818k~8'}8 would involve omniscience. It is
argued that one may know a thing as knowable and there may be a universal
concomitance between knowability and objectivity. And this Would in its turn
imply omniscience. So, we suppose that the problem of vyapti ~ncourage the

..

NavyaNaiyayikas. to postulate samany8/8ksana.

Maryikaryt,ha rejects this concept because to him it is an inference and

..

he asserts that the services of samany818kS8na

is not necessary for the

knowledge of all individuals but he opines. that it can be considered as a case
of inference. 10
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When we come to Gange~a we find a more concrete picture of the problem
of samanyalak~af}a:. In the Vyaptivada section of Tattvacintamani, Ganges'a
records d!fferent traditional definitions of Vyapti and gives his own definition of
it and then he discusses the problem of certainty

of Vyapti. He gives a

passing reference to this concept (Tattvacintamani, p. 187, 2-5). It formulates
the basis of the sainanyalak~aQa section.lf we go deep into Gangesa's text we
find that many new problems have been evolved as a result of giving arguments

.

.

and counter- arguments and the samanyalaksana
. pratyaksa has been very
useful for the satisfactory solution of the problems. Gange£a has elaborately
presented the arguments of the opponents. He gives the opinions of both the

..

parties admitting and rejecting samanyalaksana in the purvapaksa
. section. At
first he states the argument of the follower of samanya/aksana. And this argument
I

•

o

coincides with the opponent argument given by Sriharsa and Manikantha.
Besides,

Gange~a mentions another argument and this ar.gument is supp~~ed

to have originated from some Navya- Naiyayikas of the period before GangeJa.
These arguments are as follows. We know that every synthetic knowledge
I

..

..,.._

(visistajnana)

presupposes the previous knowledge of the determinant

..

( visesana). The proposition 'there is fire on the hill' is synthetic .in character and·
'fire or fire-on-the-hill' acts as the determinant. So, it must be previously known.

tf the hill is not perceived at first, fire-on-the-hill cannot be known. Likewise
when universal concommitance ( Vyapt1) is established by the perception of
probans and probandum, all members of the classes of probans and probandum
·are perceived through the medium of their respectifu.'e class - essences or
universals. And this shows the justification of samanyalaksana. But all these
.

.

.

.

.

•

I

•

•

arguments were not sufficient to Gangesa. So he wants to justify
samanya/ak~l)B on the grounds as under : Such types of doubt about uwhether

all smoky objects ~re fiery- always occur at the time of assertion of vyapti. No
difficulty arises in the observed cases of instances but doubt arises regarding
all other unobserved cases of smoke and fire which remains beyond the range
of ordinary observation. Doubt implies that the object of it must be previously
perceived. Here, the perception of all smokes is possible without any ·doubt
because all cases of smoke are concomittant with all cases of fire. This is the
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function of samanyalaksana as sought by Gangesa. 10•1

.

.

Samanyalaksana and its different types :

.

..

Sam"imyalaksana sannikarsa is of two kinds - samanyasvarupa
( that
.

which is in the nature of samanya)

and

knowledge of samanya). Some

samimyajnana (that in the form of

Naiyayikas point out that it is the

samanyasvarupa which is the contact (sannikar9a) and the others maintain

that samanya/nana (knowledge of samanya)'js the contact. The Naiyayikas who
- .,._
demand samanyajnana as the contact have differenc~s of opinion among
thems~lves. One· section _of the Naiyayikas (the old Naiyayikas) advocates that

it is the samanyaprakaraka/nana (a knowledge in which universal has become
a qualifier) is the contact. And the

others are of

samanyavisayaka jnana (i.e., a knowledge revealing
-

'-"-

the opinion that

universal as a content) is

the contact. Those who support samanyavi~ayaka /nan a as the contact admit

-

-

-

........

_

also the samanyaprakarakajnana as the contact (sannikarsa)
, because.
samanyaprakaraka jnana is also called samanyavi9ayaka /nana. Objectivity is
of three types: Prakarata (objectivity),

samsargata (character or attribute of

.

relation) and vi;esyata (substantiality). So, samanyaprakaraka }nana, is included
in the samanyavi~ayaka jnana, as a content of knowledge can be known as
being a qualifier. If it is stated that samanyavi~ayaka fnana is the samanyalak~arya

.

sannikarsa, then the three types of knowledge· i.e., samanyaprakaraka
.

(knowledge in which universal is a qualifier) samanyasamsargaka (knowledge

.

iri which universal
acts a~ a relation) and samanyavisesyaka jnana (knowledge
.
in which universal is a qualificand) are inevitably called the contacts. It may be

.

stated truely that samanyavisayakanirvikalpaka
/fiana also is regarded as
.

..

.

samanyalaksana sannikarsa because the samanyavisayaka ;flana is regarded

.

as the contact (sannikarsa).
The pracTna (old) Naiyayikas admit that it is the
.

.

samanyaprakaraka jnana which is the contact (sannikarsa). And according to

the Neo-Naiyayika it is the samanyavisayaka jnana which is the contact. When
•

.

we examine the meaning of the word 'laksana'
in the term samanya/aksana
..
. .
we are acquainted with such kind of differences of opinion.
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The word samanya has been used by Visvanatha in the non-technical
sense in the following way: the common characteristics of all the individuals of
similar type is called samanya (samananam bhavah samanyam)1 1 • According

to the Nyaya-. Vaisesika, samanya me~ns a category (padartha) which is eternal

.

and inheres in many things. But here the word samanya does not mean this
kind of padartha or category only. Here the technical meaning of the word
samanya is not implied, but non-technical meaning of it also is indicated. Hence,

the meaning of the word samanya is the knowable Unayamana) generic attribute
inhering in many similar loci. There is no guarantee that this attribute must be
a samanya Uati) Some substances and some qualities also may be referred to
as samiinya. That attribute may not be eternal and may not inhere in many
things. The actual locus of an attribute rnay be one o~ many in number. If that
· attribute is known by many loci, them that attribute should be known as .
samanya. A colour (rupa) is located in a substance (dravya). If that colour

which actually resides in a particular locus is erroneously known by another.
substance (dravya) . A pot (ghata) is a substance (dravya). Here if that pot is
•
known through many loci, it will also be called samanya. As the word samanya
is applied here in a non-technical sense, we should not think that samanya
will

not indicate jati (universal) e.g., •potness•, •smokeness• etc. The eternal

'attribute, •potness•, •smokeness• etc. may be implied by the word samanya and
the things like pqt etc. and the qualities like colour etc. which are non eternal
attributes are also referred to as samanya; In this way the meaning of the
word samanya has been used here.
When a pot is known tb be e~isting on the ground through conjunction or
in its two halves through inherence. there arises the knowledge of all grounds
or all halves having that pot. With the help ofthis example we can realise that
the transitory common feature also is the connection. In the supernormal

.

of the
perception the common feature (samanya) is the contact (sannikarsa)
.
sub$trata pot (e.g. smoke etc) through the relation of conjunction or inherence
'by which it is known. After the destruction of the pot one recollects the substratum
having that pot b!Jt there would be no knowledge of all such substrata of pots

/
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through the contact (sannikarsa) based on a common feature because the
•

common feature (potness) is absent at that time. On the other hand, if one has
got the knowledge of a pot (the object of knowldge) which is connected with
the organ, such knowledge may arise on the next day. Further, there is the
common feature (potness) which is a feature (prakara) in such knowledge,
although there is no connection with the organ. So, it is the knowledge of the
samanya (the common feature ) which is the contact and not the sam7mya

..

itself. Hence, in the word samanya/aksana /aksana implies an object of
knowledge. Therefore, we can say, the knowledge of the samanya is the contact.
If, even without the conjunction of eye etc., there is the knowl~dge of the
common feature (samanya), there might be ocular or any other perception of
all pot etc. If we want to have perception through an external organ With the
help of the contact of a samanya (common feature) 'there must be present
the sum total of causes of the perception of that common feature (samanya) by
the respective organ, in some object having that feature. The said sum total
quoted above is the conjunction of the eye, the existence of light and so on. So,
)

there is no such perception by the eye etc. in darkness etc. 12
Here samanya which comes under
Unayamana samanya)

tne

.

purview of our knowledge

.

is the sannikarsa (contact) because samanya
.

itself

has been stated .as the contact. When knowledge is attained by the· ordinary
contact of sense organs with the locus of samanya '·knowable universal
Unayamana samanya) or the knowledge of samanya will be the contact of our

sense organs. Provided the knowledge of samanya is acquired by a means
except Jaukika sannikar9a, it will not be a contact of sense organs.
If our eyes are conjoined with a pot, we can attain the normal perceptual
knowledge of that pot (ghata) which is in the relation of inherence with potness
'
(ghatatva). Here we can perceive all the other pots because to . perceive one

.

.

pot is to perceive potness in it and this 'potness' belongs to every member of
the class of all pots. For, potness is inherently related to every pot (samanya
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sambandha or the relation of inherence) and here we find the relation of

.

svavisayabhutaghatatvasamavaya
sambandha ( i.e. a . relation of inherence
.
through jarness remaining in the content of knowledge). That is to say, provided
our visual organ is connected with a particular pot, the visual perception of all
the other pots existing in past, distant, present and future is also possible in the
way mentioned above. Here the distinction between the two kinds of perception
is as follows :The perception of the pot connected with our eyes is called /aukika
(normal or ordinary) as it is produced by the normal contact. And the perception
of all the other pots is called alaukika (supernormal) because it is produced by
the alaukika sannikarsa (super-normal connection). This type of supernormal
contact (alaukika sannikarsa) is called samanya/ak~ana sannikar~a.. And the
perception (pratyaktja) caused by this sannikar~a is called samanyalak~al)a

.

.

.

pratyaksa . That potness (ghatatva) becomes a connection (sannikarsa)
because it inheres in all pots through the relation of inherence (samaliaya

sambandha) and the knowledge of potness exists in all pots through the relation

.

.

of svavisayabhiitaghatatvasamavayasambandha i.e. the relation of inherence
of jarness existing in the individuals which becomes an object of knowledge.

..

.

Again samanyalaksana pratyaksa may be illustrated in the following way.

Samanyalaksana pratyaksa is the perception of a.whole class of objects
•

•

•

j

through the generic property (samanya) perceived in any individual member of
that class. Jayanta clearly de~ribes the S~miinyalak~al}a kind of super normal
perception explaining that it is accomplished through the internal organ. 12.1
. Thus, when we perceive something, e.g. a man, we take it as beJonging to the
class of men. To know that an individual belongs to the class of men is also
to know all other members of the same class. But initially there should be · a
linkage between our senses and the external objects for normal (laukika)
perception. When we perceive a man, we perceive the universal'manhood' as
its defining property. When we perceive the universal'manhood'. in the present
'man' there obtains a link between our· sense organs and all the other men.
Thus, the perception of one thing implies the perception of the generic attribute
of that thing which exists in all other things of its class. Here, the man existing in
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past, present, distant and future can be perceived by the extr~ordinary·linkage
through 'manhood' existing in a particular man.

The possibility of Samanyalaksana through other senses :
• •

..

.

Samanyalaksana Pratyaksa i.e. the super normal perception through

universal is possible through other senses also. This is shown by the following
illustration. 13
When we touch a table, we perceive its individual characteristic and its
universal characteristic (tableness). We can perceive all the other tables
because we have. already
perceived-- class essence 'tableness'
which inheres
"
in every member of the class of tables. Here the individual characteristic is
only the characteristic of the table present before us. But the universal
characteristic is not only that of the table before us but it belongs to all other
'

.

tables of the past, present, future and the distant. It is possible because the
perception of the universal characteristic present in a particular table causes
a supernormal contact between the sense of touch and all the tables. So we
can perceive all the tables.
In like manner, when we taste a bitter medicine we perceive its particular
characteristics and

universal

characteristics as well. Its particular

characteristics are the characteristics of the bitter medicine that we taste. Its
universal characteristics (i.e. bitterness) perceived in the present ~itter medicine
, .. . n<?t only belong to ·it but also it belongs to all bitter medicines. By perceiving
.

samanya (bitterness)
.

in the present bitter medicine we . c~ri know all the

other bitter medicines because every bitter medicine belongs to the samanya
(universal) 'bitterness'. This is so because perception of universal characteristic
occurs a supernormal contact between our sense of taste and all bitter
medicines and we perceive all bitter medicines.
Again on hearing some sound we perceive its individual characteristic
as well as its universal characteristics,

i.e. soundness. Its individual
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characteristics are that which we hear. But its universal characteristics, i.e.
soundness perceived in the present sound not only belongs to it but it also
belongs toall sounds. By perceiving universal feature in the present sound
we can know all sound because every sound has soundness as its universal
characteristic. The u:niversal f?haracteristic, 'soundness' brings about the
extraordinary contact between our auditory sense organ and all sounds and
we perceive all sounds.
Similarly, when we smell some odour we perceive the individual
characteristic and the universal characteristic (samanya). Its individual
characteristic is only the characteristic that we smell. Its universal characteristic
i.e. odourness (gandhatva) not only belongs to it but it belongs to all odours;
By perceiving the ·generic essence , i.e. odourness in the present odour, we
can perceive all odours because every odour has a generic attribute
·(samanya) i.e. odourness. The universal characteristic i.e. odourness present

before us brings about a supernormal contact between our sense of smell
and all odours and we perceive an· odours.
Nature of Samanyalak~a'?a :
It has been said earlier that the old Naiyayikas calls. sanmanyajnana .
prakarakajnana {i.e. knowledge having universal as a qualifier) as the connection

and according to the Neo-Naiyayikas, Samanyavi~ayakajnana {knowledge
having universal as a content) is the connection, Here Samanyalak~'!a

.

sahnikarsa is admitted by both of the Naiyayikas
. in a different
way. So, the
.
.
.
'

.

consequences of these views also differ. The old view says.that at first we
perceive the jar present be~ore us normally and then extraordinary perception
of all the other jars is occured. For as per this view samanyaprakaraka /nana
i.e., visual perceptual knowledge qualified by jarness becomes the supernormal
connection between our eyes and other jars. If there is no visual perception
characterised by jarness at first, how is supernormal perception possible?
Hence, at first

there is visual perception characterised by jarness

(ghatatvaprakaraka) out of normal contact {laukikasannikarsajanya) and then
•
•
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extraordinary perception of other jars is possible because of extraordinary contact

..

.

or visual perception (caksusapratyaksarupa).
.According to the Navya-Naiy~yikas (Nee-logicians) at the time of ordinary
perception of a jar, extraordinary pen;:eption of other jars also is possible because,
- "'
"""
according to this view, samanyavisayakajnana
·i.e., gha-tatvavisayakajnana

.

.

.

.

(knowledge characterised by the object- jarness) is admitted as the connection

.

.

.

(sannikarsa). Ghatatvavisayaka/nana becomes the supernormal connection

in case of the perception of other jars. For this reason, supernormal perception
occurs at the very moment of normal perception. Just after the contact. between

.

our eyes and a jar, there is an indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka pratyaksa)
of a jar, jarriess and the relation called inherence (samavaya), existing between·

.

them. As the jarness ( ghatatva) becomes the object of that indeterminate
.
,.,
perception (Nirvikalpaka pratyaksa)
as
it
is
called
ghatatvavisayaka
jnana.
When
..
.

.

.

after the inderminate perception, there is determinate perception (savikalpalka

.

pratyaksa) of a jar connected with our eyes, extraordinary perception of other .

jars is there at that very moment since that indeterminate (nirvika/paka)

.

.

ghatatvavisayaka/nana (knowledge characterised by the object janiess )

becomes the connection (sannikarsa). Thus, the ordinary perception of a jar
~

connected with our eyes and the extraordinary perception of other jars are
produced at the same time.
After having the indeterminate knowledge we have the perceptual
knowledge of a jar caused by ordinary contact with our eyes and that of all
other jars is caused by extraordinary contact in the form of the knowledge of
jarness (gh~tajnanariipa). Though all the jars become the object of that
•
perceptual knowledge, the perceptual knowledge of that jar is not of the same
form. That knowledge is determinate in case ofthe jar before our eyes and
indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) in case of all the other jars. Just before the
perception of a jar, present to our eyes the jar, jarness and their inherence
becomes the three objects of the indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka
pratyak$a) which must be admitted. So, here we can familiarwith.jarness and

.
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the relation of inherence between jar and jarness. Nevertheless, the

·indeterminate perception of all the jars except the one connected with our
eyes must be admitted because the perception of a relation depends on the
relata. So long ·as the relata i.e. the knowledge of the nature of all the other
jars is not attained, the perception of the relation of the inherence of jarness
and all the other jars except that present to our eyes is not possible. If we
have no knowledge of the nature of all the other jars, the perception of the
above relation .is not possible. No knowledge can be called savikalpaka if it is
not in a relation. Therefore, it is to be admitted that this perceptual cognition
is known as savikalpaka in respect of the jar present to our visual organ and
this cognition is attained by the ordinary contact. And the above cognition is
nirvikalpaka in the conte~ of all the other jars revealed to us through the
samanyajnana which is acquired by supernormal connection. However, the

..

Modern Indian logicians are of the opinion that samanyalaksana pratyasatti
and ordinary contact simultaneously produce a perceptual cognition of all
the jars.
Here we shall have to concentrate our attention on another object. In
case of ordinary contact or visual contact we admit counterpositive ( Pratiyog1)

..

and subjunct or co-positive {anuyogi) of relation. In like manner, we should
admit counterpositive (pratiyogi) and co-:-positive (anuyogi)

in case of

samanya/aksana, the extraordinary contact. Organs are the counterpositive

of those relations in respect of visual contact etc. and the jar etc, the copositive (anuyogi) become the object here. If samanya {universal) or knoWledge
of samanya (samanyajnana) be referred to as a relation, the coupterpositiv~
of that relation will be the sense-organs and the substratum' of the samanya
will be the subjunct :(anuyogi) ..
If samanya {universal) is called the contact then relation controlling
counterpositiveness
IV

(pratiyogita)

existing

in

organs

is

o

svavisayakajnanavisayaka-samyoga {i.e. a contact having some knowledge
•
•
· of an object which becomes an object of jarness). Here, the word 'sva• implies

.

'jarness•, the universal (ghatatvasamanya)

.

tw_

Svavisayakajnana
implies
'
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knowledge of jarness in a jar present to organs: The object of that knowledge
is a jar. The connection (sariwoga) of that jar exists in sense organs. Hence,

.

the counterpositive
of the relation of ghatatvasamanya i.e. universal in the
.
form of jarness becomes the sense organs. If the universals, jarness etc. are
admitted as relation, the regulator (niyamaka) or anuyogita i.e. subjunctnesswill be inherence (samavaya). The substratum of the universals like jarness etc

.

(ghatatvadisamanya) is anuyogf or subjunct and the universal (samanya) exists

-

.

.

in that anuyogi in the relation of inherence.
If samanyajnana (the cognition of universal) is admitted to be a contact,
then the regulator of pratiyogita · (counterpositiveness) will be

•

svavi~ayavatsamyoga. The

meaning of the word 'sva' is the cognition of jarness

(ghatatvajffana), the object of it is jarness, svavisayavat means the locus of the
•

t

•

•

object of the cognition of jarness, i.e., the jar and the connection (samyoga) of
the jar (ghata) qualified with jarness exist in sense organs and thus the sense

•

organs become the counterpositive. When the knowledge of universal
(samanyajnana) is said to be the contact, svavisayasamanyasrayata would be
.
.
•
the regulator (niyamaka) of anuyogita (subjunctness). The word 'sva' means

the knowledge of jarness (ghatatvajffana), its object ( visaya) or samanya is

jarness (ghatatva) and the char;cter of its substratum ( a~rayata) exists in the
•
jar.

.

Thus, if. samanya-·is regarded as contact and the cloud of dust (dhulipatala)
is known as smoke, then svavisayajnanavisayasariwoga and inherence become
I

.

.

•

•

•

·the regulator (ni;Yamaka) of Pratiyogita and anuyogita respectively. The word

.'s_va• .means the universal (samanya)

'smokeness' (dhumatvasamanya).

.

- :~Svavisayakafiana
implies the cognition
of smokeness in the cloud of dust present
·.
.

to·our sense organs. The object of that knowledge is the cloud. of dust. It has a
connection with our sense organs.
The universal (samanya) smokeness inheres in smoke. So, the regulator
(niyamaka) of anuyogita or subjunctness is inherence.

-· ·
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The same case happens when we consider samanya(nana (the
cognition of universal) to be the connection -(sannikarf§a}. If samanya/nana

.

becomes the connection (sannikarsa), the regulator (niyamaka) of pratiyogita

.

i.e. counterpositiveness is Svavisayavatsamyoga i.e. contact having object ·
in the form of jarness. But if samanyajnana becomes the connection
(sannikarsa) of mind i.e. internal sense, svavisayavatsariwoga cannot be the
•
•
criterion (niyamaka) ofthe counterpositiveness (pratiyogita). The relation which

determines the counter positiveness existing .in mind is svasrayasamyoga i.e.
the contact existing in the locus of jarness.

Pl~asure,

pain etc. are the objects

of mental perception. The knowledge of happiness and pain :-r~f the sannikar~a
of the supernormal perception of pleasure and pain. The counterpositive of
that sannikarsa is rt:~ind. The criterion (niyamaka) of this coun~erpositiveness (

"

.

pratiyogitB) is svasrayasamyoga (i.e. the contact existing in the locus of jarness).

The word •sva• implies the knowledge of happiness and pain. The substratum
of that knowledge is self which has the contact with our mind. Thus, mind
becomes the counter-positive in the relation of sva~'lhlyasarrwoga.
It should be noted here that the follower of the, first view calls the
universal under the perview of our knowledge Unayam ana samanya) to be the

.

contact (sannikarsa). According to the second view, the qualificative cognition
of samanya (samanyaprakarakaj{1ana) is the contact ·and the third view says
that the objective cognition of samanya is the contact. Among the three
views the third view or the view of the Navya Naiyayika is correct. To admit
samanya as a contact causes a defect. When a non-eternal

universal

{samanya) is not present before us and we are mistaken for it {samanya ),

the supernormal perception of the substratum of the non-eternal universal is
not possible, since the cause of that perception -samanyalak~a'!a sannikar§a
in the form of non-eternal .samanya is not perceived at that moment. sam'iinya
being non-eternal cannot exist for ever. The extra-ordinary perception of the
real substratum of it will not be possible in the event of its absence due to false
cognition. For this reason the acceptance of the knowable Unayamana)
samanya as a contact cannot be accepted.
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If siimanyaprakaraka jnana i.e. a cogr:Jition of universal as a qualifier is

.

.

called samanyalaksana
sannikarsa then there arises another defect. The .
·•
extraordinary perception evolved from the

samanyavi~e~yaka/nana (i.e. the

cognition of universal as a qualifier) will not have any ground (upapatt1). The
supernormal perception of the substratum of samanya which comes after the

samiinyavi5e~yaka j[1ana (the knowledge of that universal which is produced
by a qualificand) is based on experience (anubhavasiddha). If qualificative
knowledge of samanya as a qualifier is accepted as a contact, then that type
of supernormal perception is oot possible: Hence, according to Navya NaiyB.yika,

..

.

samanyaviiesyaka
j/1ana is the samanyalaksana sannikarsa.
'
.

I

.

It has been stated by Visvanatha that the knowledge having the universal
as content is called Pratyasatti. The k:nowledgeness (property of being
knowledge) havin-g universal as content (samanyavi~ayakajnanatvam) becomes
the limitor of the pratyasatti.lt entails that the knowledge which comes through

..

Samanyalaksana is of an object
remaining immediately after indeterminate.
..
perception and recollective knowledge. 14
In this context, the phrase •samanyavisayakajnanam (i.e. knowledge

•

having samanya as its content) means knowledge of the universal which has
become a qualificand by virtue of being connected with sense organ. 15
According to a seCtion of Naiyayikas, mere knowledge of the universal which is
common in the indeterminate perception and recollective knowledge becomes

the praiyasatti. 16
The above mentioned view is not at all tenable. Because the knowledge
of the universal cannot be apprehended at the stage of indeterminate perception.
Moreover, in the case of memory the samanya cannot also be perceived
because, the content of memory is very much difficult to ascertain whether it
is true or not. The verifiability principle being not applicable to it fails to reveal
the real nature of an object. That is why, it has been mentioned in the Prabha
that the knowledge of universal has to be ascertained in an object remaining
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just after indeterminate stage i.e. savikalpaka . stage and after the memory

.

stage i.e. at the level of knowledge (prama). Smrti being not verifiable, cannot
provide us the true knowledge of an object as per a. section of philosophers.
Now, a question may be raised, if, on seeing a pot, or at the time of
perceiving it we can know all the pots, then on perce~ving a thing or at th~
time of perceiving it, we can know all the things. Or, in other. words, the
perception of all knowable objects are implied by the perception of anything of
the world belonging to the class of knowables. So, we shall be omniscient. If
samanyalak~a'}a is admitted, how the problem of being omniscience of all

things will be solved ? In reply to this question it can be said that we cannot be
omniscient with the help of the cognition attained by samanyalak~a[la
sannikarsa (a contact in which universal becomes the nature) The particular

•

knowledge of all -things or padarthas is required for being omniscient. That

..

.

kind of particular knowledge is not acquired by samanyalaksana sannikarsa.
We may have the particular knowledge of the pot present before our eyes with
the aid of normal contact (laukika
all the other

sannikar~a).

But this type of knowledge of

pots is not possible by supernormal contact called

samanya/aksana. We can know the pot present before us in particular by
• •
normal perception. But such knowledge of other· pots is not possible by
supernormal perception in the form of samanyalaksana. Knowledge of specific
• •

feature of a thing is called particular knowledge. The knowledge of relation
and relata are the requisite things for being full of specific feature

.

..

·( viJistavaisistyiivagatii). Here in case of the extraordinary perception of other
'
.
pots although the relata, potness and the relation are known previously, the
another type of :relata being unknown will not be characterised by particular
feature. Therefore, if that type of knowledge of all knowable objects (prameya)

..

is not attained by samanyalaksana sannikarsa in the form of prameyatva.·
'
then how the objection of being om.niscient will be raised ? 17
'
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..

The Necessity of Admitting
of Samanya/aksani: ·
.
Now, the question is : we find that the pot in front of our eyes is known

..

.

particularly but in case of samanyalaksana pratyaksa other pots are n·ot known"
like the former. Here the knowledge of the former pot is called particular
knowledge and that of the latter is called universal knowledge (samanyalak~arja).
If the objectivity of knowledge is not admitted in the same way in the same kind
of knowledge, then why do we say that all the pots are the objects of knowledge

..

.

? That is to say, what is the necessity of admitting of samanyalaksana sannikarsa

? That all the pots of all times and space are perceived at the time of seeing
one pot is not accepted by experience (anubhava). With a. view to justifying
-this imagination which is contradictory to experience and showing a connection
between our sense-organ and the pots of the distant, the present, the past
and the future, it seems non-sense to call knowable samanya (universal or

samanya which comes under the purview of our knowledge) or knowledge of
samanya to be a contaqt.
In response to the above question, the Naiyayikas point out that some

..

defects may occur if samanyalaksana
is not admitted. First, if someone finds
the co-existence of smoke and fire in some places, he may have doubt that all
the manifestations of smoke of the world are not universally related to fire. This
doubt cannot be overcome if samanyalaksana is not admitted. For, it is
• •
established that there are universal concomitance ( Vyapt1) of. fire in the perceived
smoke. Here, there is no doubt of vyapti between smoke and fire. Now we
shall have to admit that there is a doubt of universal concommitance between
the unknown smoke and fire. This doubt will be dispelled through the means of

..

.

..

.samany~/~ksana
pratyaksa. The case' of samanyalaksana pratyaksa has
-

.

been justified by the Naiyayika in the following manner :
In respect of a visual perception of a number of cases, e.g. smoke is
found to co-exist with fire. All cases of smoke and fire and their co-existence
can never be covered through our ~ensuous perception. In our ordinary life we
notice a number of cases, and on the basis of that we form the judgement that
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wherever there is is smoke, there is fire. It is considered as a type of perception
which is pure and simple. Whatever it may be, the question arises : how can a
universal concomitance ( vyapt1) of smoke and fire be established on the datum
of perception ?

A sense-organ can never be related to all instances ofsmoke,

fire and their co-existence. The difficulty is steered clear of by saying that when.
we perceive a particular instance of smoke and a particular case of fire and
their co-existence, we also perceive their generic attributes i.e. 'smokeness',
'fireness', and the property of co-existence at that very moment. And it is only
at the next moment that we perceive through the data of smokeness, fireness
and the property of their co-existence all the individual instances respectively
related to the above universals. Thus; the perceptual knowledge of the unive.rsal
serves as the supernormal link through which all the unobserved instances of
smoke, fire and their co-existence become amenable to the visual sense organ. 18
Such is the way of justifying samanyalaksana which assists in ascertaining

• •

vyapti.
Secondly, darkness (tarnal}) is a perceptible thing . ·samanyalak~a'!a
sannikar~a is necessary for perceiving this thing (padartha). According to

Nyaya-Vai~e~ika, absence in general (samanyabhava) of all manifestations of
fire is called tamaiJ (darkness). The perception of that thing called tamafJ
depends on the· knowledge of all kinds of lights because of the cognition of
· counterpositive (pratiyogT) becomes a cause of the cognition of absence or
non-existence (abhava). Hence, at first the knowledge of all kinds of light or
that of counter~positive (pratiyog~ is required for the perception of tamah.
., But,
how is the knowledge of all kinds of. fire possible ? It is the siimanyalak~aQa
sannikar~a which can make this possible. We can know all the manifestations

of fire after the perception of a particular fire by the samanyalak¥J!Ja contact

.

(sannikarsa) of the knowable Unayamana) lightness (tejastva) or the
cognition
.
of samanya and thus the perception of darkness whi<;:h depends on the
knowledge of the counterpositive of all the manifestations of light will occur
immediately, provided we admit the samiinyalak~ar;a sannikar~a. 19
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.

Thirdly, it has been contended by some that samanyalaksana
.
. . sannikarsa
is a necessary condition for the perception of previous non-existence

(pragabhava). 20 The ordinary perception of the counter-positive is not possible
owing to the absence of a sense object contact. The counter positive (pratiyogi)
may be known by another supernormal means of knowing called jnanalak~a!Ja
: which is also not possible here. So samanyalak~al)a

has to be admitted.

Hence, when we perceive a pot we can perceive all other pots including the
non-produced or even the damaged ones through the universal potness present
in the perceived pot.
Fourthly, s'iimanyalaksana
pratyaksa
is a requisite for forming any
•
e
.
•
negative judgement of perception. 21 For instance, "This (horse) is not a cow",
is a negative judgement of perception as there is an absence of cowness in the )
horse. But •absence of cowness in a horse" can be known by perceiving all
cows. And all cows cannot be perceived ordinarily.. We can perceive cowuniversal (cowness) in an individual cow and the cowness is linked with all
other cows. And through this link we can perceive all the cows. Thus, any negative

..

.

judgement can be perceived through samanyalaksana pratyaksa. 22
Fifthly, we cannot explain the voluntary effort to attain.pleasure without
the help of samanyalak~af}a pratyak?a. To desire for pleasure is somehow to
know it as something to be, but not yet experienced. When we perceive one
pleasure, we perceive all pleasure~including the future pleasure through the
generic property, 'pleasurability' present in the perceived pleasure. 23
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